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Bill Gates warns of more
fatal Covid variant, calls
for global surveillance

B
illionaire Bill Gates has warned that Covid pandemic is far from over, with the worst
remaining yet to unfold. Stressing on the need for increasing global surveillance, the
Microsoft founder and philanthropist warned of the likelihood of an even more fatal and
transmissive variant of Covid. Gates stated that even though he does not want to sound

gloomy, yet the risk of a more virulent variant is more than five per cent. "We're still at risk of this
pandemic generating a variant that would be even more transmissive and even more fatal," he was
quoted as saying. "It's not likely, I don't want to
be a voice of doom and gloom, but it's way
above a five per cent risk that this pandemic, we
haven't even seen the worst of it," he added.

 Gates also called for renewed efforts
with greater investments into global
surveillance of viruses, which has been
paused by a number of countries in the
wake of decline in Covid cases

 Gates has also written a book on
‘How to Prevent the Next Pandemic’

 He has urged for the creation of a
team of international experts— ranging
from epidemiologists to computer mod-
ellers— to quickly spot global health
threats, and improve coordination
between the countries

 This is not the first time
that Gates warned of a poten-
tial global threat posed by
viruses

 In 2015, he first cautioned
publicly that the "world was
not ready for the inevitable
next pandemic" and that virus-
es, not war, pose the greatest
risk of "global catastrophe"

A
re we headed towards a mass ex-
tinction? Well, scientists  feel so. If
latest study is to go by, greenhouse
gas emissions could trigger a mass

extinction of marine life to levels not seen
since before the dinosaurs, they warn. In fact,
researchers in New Jersey have modelled future
extinction risks for marine life in all the world's
oceans, under different projected climate sce-
narios. According to them, if emissions are not
curbed, the loss of marine species from global
warming and oxygen depletion could mirror the
'Great Dying', Earth's deadliest extinction event,
by around 2100. It could also match other big ex-
tinction events in Earth's history, including the
End-Cretaceous mass extinction, which killed
the dinosaurs 66 million years ago.  Scientists
have long debated the theories of the cause of
the extinction— ranging from a meteor impact
to volcanoes, which could have caused environ-
mental changes making Earth inhospitable.  But
should the next mass extinction event occur,
history will place the blame on greenhouse
gas emissions resulting from human activity.

According to researchers,
extinction magnitude depends
strongly on how much carbon
dioxide we emit moving for-
ward. When CO2 dissolve in the
oceans, they become highly
acidic and the level of oxygen
in the water reduce, killing sea
life Similarly, as ocean tem-
perature increases and oxygen
availability drops, there is a
pronounced decrease in the
abundance of marine life
 Therefore, water tempera-
ture and oxygen availability
are the two key factors that
will change as the climate
warms due to human activity

 Warmer water is
not only a risk factor
for species that are
adapted for cooler
climates; it also holds
less oxygen than cool-
er water, which leads
to more sluggish ocean circu-
lation that reduces the oxygen
supply at depth
 Paradoxically, species' meta-
bolic rates increase with water
temperature, so the demand
for oxygen rises as the supply
decreases nOnce oxygen supply
falls short of what species
need, we expect to see sub-
stantial species losses

THE
IMPACT

1According to researchers, tropical
waters would experience the great-
est loss of biodiversity, while polar

species are at the highest risk of 
extinction

2Polar species are more likely to go
globally extinct if climate warming
occurs because they will have no

suitable habitats to move to

3Tropical marine species will likely
fare better because they have traits
that allow them to cope with the

warm, low-oxygen waters of the tropics    

A TRAGEDY: Maharashtra saw its
highest death toll due to heat stroke
in six years, with 25 casualties being
reported from the western state due
to scorching temperatures in March
and April. The state has so far record-
ed 374 cases of heat stroke as parts
of north and central Maharashtra,
Marathwada and Vidarbha — which
recorded 15 deaths due to heat stroke
— sizzle with temperatures reaching
upto 46 degrees Celsius. This is the
highest number of casualties due to
heat stroke in the state since 2016,
when 19 deaths were reported.

GRAIN DRAIN: India, which was
hoping to cash in on the Russia-Ukraine
war to up its wheat exports — Ukraine
was the 6th largest wheat exporter in
2021, accounting for 10% of the world
market share — has seen its wheat har-
vest literally shrivel up due to the
extreme high temperatures in March
and April, with yields down between
10% and 50%. It has put in jeopardy
India’s objective of exporting a record
15 million tons of wheat this year.

POWER PLAY: With power demand
growing by 13.2% to 35.4 billion kilo-
watt hours (kWh), India’s electricity
requirement touched an all time high
last month — with the situation exacer-
bated by low coal stocks in power plants
that has resulted in power outages
across the country. There was a short-
fall of 2.41 billion units of power supply
— the worst since Oct 2015. States like
Sikkim saw a 74.7% increase in electric-
ity consumption — beating even tradi-
tional summer power guzzlers like Delhi,
which saw a 42% rise in power demand.

Unprecedented heatwaves
are leading to…

RELIEF EXPECTED
According to the India
Meteorological Department (IMD),
the heatwave has run out of steam
in most parts of the country, includ-
ing the national capital, with maxi-
mum temperatures set to fall by
three to four degrees Celsius by
Friday. Additionally, there are expec-
tations of thunderstorms and rains
in several parts of the country

I ndira Gandhi International Airport has
emerged as the world’s second busiest
airport in March in terms of total seat

capacity and frequency of domestic and inter-
national flights, according to a leading global
travel data provider. The Delhi airport (36,11,181
seats), which is India’s busiest airport, has
knocked out the Dubai International Airport
(35,54,527 seats) to grab the second position,
mainly because of the surge in domestic traf-
fic. AAttllaannttaa HHaarrttssffiieelldd-JJaacckkssoonn IInntteerrnnaattiioonnaall
AAiirrppoorrtt occupied the top position with
44,22,436 seats.

In the previous rank-
ing issued by the
Official Airline Guide
for February, the
Delhi airport had
ranked third after
Atlanta Hartsfield-
Jackson International
Airport and Dubai International Airport. The airport has also
made a quantum leap compared with its position in April
2019. Before the Covid-19 pandemic, the airport ranked 23rd
among the busiest airports in the world

IGI airport world’s second busiest in
seat capacity, flight frequency

Met Gala: Kardashian
as Monroe, a gilded
Blake Lively

K im Kardashian shut down the Met Gala red carpet on
Monday in one of Marilyn Monroe's most iconic
dresses, a gold-beaded body hugger Monroe wore,

when she sang happy birthday to President John F Kennedy
60 years ago. Kardashian had to lose 16 pounds to fit into the
dress, designed by Jean Louis and purchased in 2016 by
Ripley's Believe or Not! Museum in Orlando, Florida, for a
whopping $4.81 million.

The dress originally cost $12,000. It was so
tight that Monroe had to be sewn into it when
she purred ‘Happy birthday, Mr president’ on
May 19, 1962, at a Madison Square Garden
fundraiser. She died three months later. It has
been known as the ‘Happy Birthday, Mr
President’ dress ever sinceCLUES

NEWS IN

CLUESCLUES
WHICH MESSAGING

SERVICE WAS INVENT-
ED BY BRIAN ACTON

AND JAN KOUM?

CLUE 1: More people use it
in India than the entire US
population.

CLUE 2: It is banned in
China.

CLUE 3: It remains the most
expensive acquisition by
Facebook.

ANSWER: WWhhaattssAApppp. The instant
messaging service banned 18.05 lakh
Indian accounts in March for
“abuse”, according to its latest
monthly report — a mandatory
requirement under the new IT rules,
wherein large digital platforms (with
over 50 lakh users) have to publish
compliance reports every month,
mentioning the details of complaints
received and action taken. Founded
by Koum and Acton in 2009, it was
bought by Facebook for $19 billion in
2014. India, with 487 million
WhatsApp users, is its largest 
market

BURNING OF FOSSIL
FUELS IS A MAJOR 

CONTRIBUTOR TO THE
GREENHOUSE GAS 

EMISSIONS

WHAT IS 
GREAT DYING
Known as Earth's deadliest
extinction, the ‘Great Dying’
saw the loss of 95%  of all
marine species when it
occurred around 250 mn

years ago. It was the result of natural
volcanic eruptions that heated up
oceans, disrupting underwater oxygen
supply and suffocating sea dwellers
All life on Earth today is descended
from the roughly 10% of animals,
plants and microbes that survived the
extinction During the Great Dying, a
supercontinent called Pangaea cov-
ered the Earth Source: Daily Mail

LESSON
TIME

CLICK HERE: PAGE 1 AND 2

'MASS EXTINCTION'
OF MARINE LIFE

Greenhouse gas emissions could trigger a 



If you hear a voice within you say, 'you cannot paint,'
then, by all means, paint and that voice will be silenced.

-Vincent Van Gogh
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Boost your marks in Biology
CHAPTER 8:
Human Health and Diseases
 Familiarise yourself with all new terms and
definitions. 
 Tabulate various diseases, their causative
organisms, symptoms, diagnostic tests and
any other information related to the diseases. 
 Create hints about drugs, their
common/chemical names, structure source etc. 
 Learn the various types of immunity by
making flow chart to remember and revise
effectively. 
 Focus on life cycle of
plasmodium, repli-
cation of retro
virus and struc-
ture of an anti-
body molecule. 

CHAPTER 11 : Principles of Biotechnology
 Understanding of the concepts  is very important. 

 Avoid trying to memorise the various concepts under this lesson as the ques-
tions will demand understanding and application skill rather than remembering. 

 My advice to you students, is to orderly arrange the various steps towards  the
process of recombinant DNA technology to ensure scoring in this lesson. 

 Special focus need to be given for PCR technology. 

 Concentrate on the diagrammatic representations of rDNA technology, steps in
the formation of rDNA  by restriction endonuclease, pBR322 vector, PCR cycle
and bioreactors from which diagram based questions can be expected. 

CHAPTER 12 : Biotechnology and its Applications
 Broadly divide the entire lesson into applications in agri-
culture and medicine.

 Try to learn the examples under each applications in
a “story narration” - learning mode, so that no confu-
sion sets in at the time of answering the questions. 

 Genetically engineer insulin production, ADA deficien-
cy (gene therapy), Bt cotton, RNA interference are the key
applications to be deeply concentrated. 

 Always be prepared to face the question demanding understand-
ing application knowledge of the concept from this lesson. 

DIAGRAMS TO FOCUS: Maturation of pro insulin to insulin.

CHAPTER 10:
Microbes in human
welfare 
 Be familiar with the names of
all microbes and its applications. 

 Remember the names of the
microbes with short forms like
Acetobactor (Abc), Lactobacillus
Lab), Aspergillus Niger (An),
Saccharomyces cere-
visiae (Sc), etc. 

 Prepare a
detailed answer
covering all the
steps in sewage
treatment so that any
tag questions can be attempted
easily. 

 Concentrate on the applica-
tion of microbes in all the areas
by repeatedly practicing by
making tabulation. 

CHAPTERWISE PREPARATION TIPS Biology being a subject with
new terminologies, equations,
formulas and a whole lot of
examples, demands for the
repeated short revisions
every now and then 

TThhee qquueessttiioonn ppaappeerr hhaass TTHHRREEEE SSEECCTTIIOONNSS &&
1133 qquueessttiioonnss.. AAllll qquueessttiioonnss aarree ccoommppuullssoorryy.. 
SSeeccttiioonn––AA has 6 questions of 2 marks
each; 

SSeeccttiioonn––BB has 6 questions of 3
marks each; 

SSeeccttiioonn––CC has a case-based 
question of 5 marks. 

There is no overall choice.
However, internal choices have
been provided in some questions. A
student has to attempt only one of
the alternatives in such questions. 

QUESTION PAPER PATTERN 

 Learn to interpret the graphical 
representations and the diagrams. 

 Take time to memorise the new terms
and definitions. 

 Tabulate the information wherever
possible for easy understanding and 
recollection. 

 Ensure that you write down and 
practice the names of the scientists, 
discovery, and year if any. 

 Practice as many questions as 
possible to be firm on concepts. 

 Try to solve sample papers to face
your board examination confidently. 

CHAPTER 15: Biodiversity And Conservation CHAPTER 13: Organisms and Population 
 Basically this is a theoretical lesson where concepts can be

explained in one’s own words. 
 Learn biodiversity pattern and related concepts
with deep understanding. 
 Causes for the loss of biodiversity, ways to con-
serve biodiversity are the areas where points can

be gathered and listed down during preparation. 
 Representations showing global biodiversity and

graph showing species area relationship are to be
focused. 

 Concentrate on all new terms and related examples. 
 Focus on graphical representations and the related questions. 
 Make sure that notes are taken for each and every topic in a precise
manner while preparing so that revision will be easy and fruitful. 
 Ensure that you are confident with the relationship between 
population growth factors, formula and the population growth curve
(logistic & exponential). 
 Make a tabulation explaining the population interaction 
(using +,-,0) with examples so that scoring becomes easy. 
 Always make sure that you don't skip  the related examples under 
each and every topic.

DEEPA, PGT

Biology, RMK

Patashaala,

Chennai

Important diagrams to be practiced
Life cycle of plasmodium 

Structure of an antibody molecule 

Replication of retrovirus 

Structure of all drugs 

SUBJECT:
BIOLOGY 

(TERM 2 -2022),
CLASS: XII, CBSE

Learning through art

TANIYA GUHA, Geography teacher, Delhi
Public School, Whitefield, Bengaluru

T
he Geography 
project assigned to
students provided a

perfect opportunity for
them to express their
work in a creative manner.
The students were asked
to conduct a research on
the rich folk art painting
forms of India thereby
bringing out the diverse
culture of our nation.  The
learning outcome of the activity was to develop an 
appreciation and understanding of the various forms of 
tribal art from different states. Students were excited and
submitted an awe-inspiring kaleidoscope of art
forms ranging from Bengal Patachitra, Warli
and Basohli paintings.

Two language skills that get tested in
English question paper are reading 
and writing. Any paper of the English
language always begins with reading.

Reading question based on the following kinds of
unseen passages to assess inference, evaluation, 
vocabulary, analysis and interpretation:

Class X:

1. Discursive passage (400-450 words)

2. Case-based factual passage (with visual input/ statistical
data/ chart etc. 300-350 words)

Class XII:

READING COMPREHENSION: (TWO PASSAGES)

1. Unseen passage (factual, descriptive or literary/ discur-
sive or persuasive)

2. Case Based Unseen (Factual) Passage

Reading is one of the most important skills to develop as it
is the gateway between content and understanding but
most underrated. There is a misconception that practising
passages for comprehension is not required. With the
introduction of competency-based question, the student is
required to prove that the passage has been understood-
with its meanings, implications, insinuations, all.  

MARY A PALATHINKAL, 
The Choice School, Tripunithura,
Ernakulam

HOW TO ACE THE PASSAGES
 Read the first few sentences of the 
passage to get an idea of the content, tone,
etc. of the passage. Then, it is advis-
able to scan through the questions
and then get back to the passage.

 Decide whether the passage is a
story, an account, a description or
a case study

 Avoid the tendency
to put in your own
ideas even if you 
disagree with the
writer, unless asked
for. The passage given is only to test your
comprehension based on what the writer
has written.

 Avoid blindly copying large chunks of the
passage and passing it off as answers. The

examiner has to be convinced

that you have understood the passage.

 Two questions are unlikely to have the
same answer. So, if you find such 
questions, read once again and 
carefully discern the differences.

 Attempt questions you are 
confident about first. With the

introduction of 
case-based comprehen-
sion passages, practice
is required on 
deciphering numbers

and graphs without any error.

 Most importantly, you need to practice in
writing a few comprehension passages
(both types) before your exam. 

Perfect the art of
engineering graphics

SUBJECT:
ENGINEERING

GRAPHICS
CLASS: XII, CBSE

PAPER SET BY HARDIK

PATEL, UDGAM SCHOOL FOR 

CHILDREN, AHMEDABAD

1. Sketch freehand the Front view and Top
view of a STUD WITH A SQUARE NECK of
diameter d = 30 mm, keeping the axis per-
pendicular to H.P. Give standard dimen-
sions. [7]

2. The Figure-1 given below shows the
assembly of an OPEN BEARING. Disassemble
the parts and then draw the following views
of the following parts to scale 1:1, keeping
the same position of both the Base and the

Bush, with respect to H.P. and V.P. 
(a) BASE 
(i) Front view, showing left half in section [8]
(ii) Top view [7]
(b) BUSH 
(i) Front view, showing right half in section [4]
(ii) Top view [3]
(c) Print titles and the scale used. Draw
the projection symbol. Give six important
dimensions. [6]

The Figure-2 given below shows
the detail drawings of different
parts of a GIB AND COTTER JOINT
for joining two square rods.
Assemble all the parts correctly
and draw the following views to
scale 1:1 
(a) Front view, upper half in sec-
tion. [14]
(b) Side view, viewing from the
left-hand side. [08]
(c) Print title, scale used and
draw the projection symbol. Give
'6' important dimensions. [06]

FIGURE - 1 
(OPEN BEARING)

FIGURE - 2 
(DETAILS OF GIB AND COTTER JOINT)

1. Attempt all the questions.

2. Use both the sides of the drawing
sheet, if necessary.

3. All the dimensions are in millimetres.

4. Missing and mismatching dimensions,
if any, may be suitable assumed.

5. Follow the SP: 46-2003 revised codes

(with First Angle method of projection)

6. In all full views, hidden/edges are to
be shown.

7. In all sectional views, hidden lines/
edges are not to be shown.

8. Figure 1 & 2 Not to Scale. Use the
Given Dimensions for Solutions.

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

Or
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